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Abstract
ゲs Few facets of bio旭ogy vary more than functiona旭 traits and 旭ife､history traitss To 
exp旭ore this vast variationp functiona旭 eco旭ogists and popu旭ation eco旭ogists have 
deve旭oped independent approaches that identify the mechanisms behind and 
consequences of trait variations
ゴs Co旭旭aborative research between researchers using trait､based and demographic 
approaches remains scarces We argue that this is a missed opportunityp as the 
strengths of both approaches cou旭d he旭p boost the research agendas of functiona旭 
eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogys
ザs This specia旭 featurep which spans three journa旭s of the British Eco旭ogica旭 Society 
due to its interdiscip旭inary naturep showcases state､of､the､art research app旭ying 
trait､based and demographic approaches to examine re旭ationships between or-
ganisma旭 functionp 旭ife history strategies and popu旭ation performance across mu旭-
tip旭e kingdomss Examp旭es inc旭ude the exp旭oration of how functiona旭 trait ┌ 
environment interactions affect vita旭 rates and thus exp旭ain popu旭ation trends and 
species occurrenceq the coordination of seed traits and dispersa旭 abi旭ity with the 
pace of 旭ife in p旭antsq the incorporation of functiona旭 traits in dynamic energy 
budget mode旭sq or the discovery of 旭inkages between microbia旭 functiona旭 traits 
and the fast･s旭ow continuums
ジs Despite their historica旭 iso旭ationp co旭旭aborative work between functiona旭 eco旭o-
gists and popu旭ation eco旭ogists cou旭d un旭ock nove旭 research pathwayss We ca旭旭 for 
an integrative research agenda to eva旭uate which and when traits are functiona旭p 
as we旭旭 as their abi旭ity to describe and predict 旭ife history strategies and popu旭ation 
dynamicss We high旭ight promisingp comp旭ementary research avenues to overcome 
current 旭imitationss These inc旭ude a more exp旭icit 旭inkage of se旭ection gradients in 
the context of functiona旭 trait･vita旭 rate re旭ationshipsp and the imp旭ementation of 
standardised protoco旭s to track changes in traits and vita旭 rates over time at the 
same 旭ocation and individua旭sp thus a旭旭owing for the exp旭icit incorporation of trade､
offs in ana旭yses of covariation of functiona旭 traits and 旭ife､history traitss
K E Y W O R D S
fast･s旭ow continuump fitnessp functiona旭 traitp 旭eaf economics spectrump 旭ife､history traitp 
macroeco旭ogyp se旭ection gradientp vita旭 rate
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
The interest in understanding the causes and consequences of the 
considerab旭e variation in organisma旭 traits has fue旭旭ed decades of 
eco旭ogica旭 studies ｪBo旭nick et a旭sp ゴグゲゲq Brownp ゲゾゾズq Ca旭owp ゲゾ芦ゼq 
Suther旭and et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs This research agenda has benefitted from 
numerous approaches that ｪaｫ c旭assify and compare organisma旭 
characteristicsp and ｪbｫ exp旭ore the mechanisms behind such a vari-
ation as we旭旭 as its eco旭ogica旭p evo旭utionary and conservation imp旭i-
cationss Two of the most prominent advances in addressing these 
goa旭s are the trait､ based approach and the demographic approach 
ｪFigure ゲｫs
Trait､ based approaches focus primari旭y on the 旭inkage between 
mo旭ecu旭ar｠histo旭ogica旭｠physio旭ogica旭｠ontogenetic｠behavioura旭 attri-
butesp their functions and the impact that the environment has on 
them ｪCa旭owp ゲゾ芦ゼq Garnierp Navasp ｹ Grigu旭isp ゴグゲズq Keddyp ゲゾゾゴｫs 
The common currency of this approach is the functional traitp a sur-
rogate of organismal performance  which impacts fitness indirectly via 
their effects on growth, reproduction and survival ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴググゼｫs 
In recent decadesp this approach has a旭so been expanded to under-
stand and predict the structurep dynamicsp and functioning of com-
munities and ecosystems ｪD趣az ｹ Cabidop ゲゾゾゼq Funk et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq 
Lavore旭p ゴグゲゴq Lavore旭 ｹ Garnierp ゴググゴq McGi旭旭p Enquistp Weiherp 
ｹ Westobyp ゴググ葦q Vio旭旭ep Reichp Paca旭ap Enquistp ｹ Kattgep ゴグゲジｫs 
Response traits ref旭ect how organisms respond to their environmentp 
with imp旭ications for community structure and dynamicsp whereas 
those that direct旭y inf旭uence ecosystem properties are known as ef-
fect traits ｪsensu Lavore旭 ｹ Garnierp ゴググゴq Figure ゲｫs
The 旭inkage between traits and fitness has often been regarded 
as nonessentia旭 for addressing questions that are centra旭 to func-
tiona旭 eco旭ogys For instancep trait､ based approaches have been ad-
vocated to predict species abundance ｪShip旭eyp Vi旭ep ｹ Garnierp ゴググ葦q 
Ship旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp ecophysio旭ogica旭 trade､ offs ｪesgs Chave et a旭sp 
ゴググゾq D趣az et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Wright et a旭sp ゴググジｫ and ecosystem､ 旭eve旭 
processes ｪGarnier et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫp a旭旭 without considering demographic 
variations Nonethe旭essp other authors consider the 旭ink between 
functiona旭 traits and fitness fundamenta旭 to carry out up､ sca旭ing 
 research that a旭旭ows 旭inking traits to communities and｠or ecosystems 
ｪEnquist et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Some authors are starting to use demography 
to address traditiona旭 questions in functiona旭 eco旭ogyp inc旭uding 
the u旭timate causes of ecophysio旭ogica旭 re旭ationships ｪDonovanp 
Mahera旭ip Carusop Huberp ｹ de Kroonp ゴグゲゲq Vasseur et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫq 
the identification of species coexistence mechanisms ｪAd旭erp Fajardop 
K旭einhesse旭inkp ｹ Kraftp ゴグゲザq Laugh旭inp Strahanp Ad旭erp ｹ Moorep 
ゴグゲ芦q McGi旭旭 et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫq or the up､ sca旭ing to ecosystem processes 
ｪesgs Trait､ Driver Theoryq Enquist et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs
Demographic approaches are used in eco旭ogy to understand 
and predict fitness variationp popu旭ation dynamics and popu旭ation 
structures Popu旭ation eco旭ogists typica旭旭y operate at the individua旭 
and popu旭ation 旭eve旭s ｪHarperp ゲゾ葦ジq but see Hart ｹ Keoughp ゴググゾq 
Si旭vertownp Francop ｹ McConwayp ゲゾゾゴｫs Vital rates ｪCaswe旭旭p ゴググゲｫ 
and their emergent life-history traits and life history strategies ｪStearnsp 
ゲゾ芦ゴｫ constitute the common currencies of the demographic ap-
proachs Vita旭 rates quantify an individua旭vs investment into its own 
maintenance ｪises surviva旭ｫp deve旭opmentp and into the next genera-
tion ｪises reproductionｫs Togetherp vita旭 rates combinations determine 
not on旭y an individua旭vs fitness ｪLandep ゲゾ芦ゴq Roffp ゴググゴｫ but a旭so its 
key 旭ife､ history traitsp such as the rate of senescence ｪJones et a旭sp 
ゴグゲジｫp generation time ｪGai旭旭ard et a旭sp ゴググズｫ or degree of iteroparity 
ｪHughesp ゴグゲゼｫs The combination of an organismvs 旭ife､ history traits 
resu旭ts in its 旭ife history strategyp such as being a 旭ong､ 旭ived masting 
species ｪBogdziewiczp Stee旭ep Marinop ｹ Cronep ゴグゲ芦ｫp or a monocar-
pic perennia旭 species ｪHughesp ゴグゲゼｫs
Demographic approaches examine vita旭 rates with an exp旭icit 
recognition of the importance of individua旭 differences in those 
rates ｪGimenezp Camp ｹ Gai旭旭ardp ゴグゲゼq Tu旭japurkar ｹ Caswe旭旭p 
ゲゾゾゼq Vindenesp Engenp ｹ Saetherp ゴググ芦ｫs Contributions of indi-
vidua旭s to popu旭ation dynamics typica旭旭y differ as a function of un-
der旭ying ontogenetic traits ｪFigure ゲｫ such as agep deve旭opmentp or 
sizes The exp旭icit incorporation of among､ individua旭 heterogeneity 
makes the demographic approach fundamenta旭旭y different to most 
trait､ based approachess Demography bui旭ds on among､ individua旭 
variation as the starting pointp and then often attempts to sca旭e 
up to popu旭ation processesp whereas trait､ based approaches often 
ｪbut not a旭waysq seep esgs A旭bertp Grasseinp Schurrp Viei旭旭edentp ｹ 
Vio旭旭ep ゴグゲゲq Vio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ start with species､ 旭eve旭 averages 
of functiona旭 trait va旭uess Nonethe旭essp ontogenetic traits ｪesgs 
juvenile vs. adu旭tp agep size at maturityｫ on旭y depict phenomenap 
to a 旭arge extentp rather than under旭ying mechanisms ｪSa旭guero､ 
G祝mezp ゴグゲゼｫs The treatment of individua旭 heterogeneity in pop-
u旭ation eco旭ogy from more basa旭 旭eve旭s of functiona旭 traits ｪesgs 
mo旭ecu旭arp histo旭ogica旭p physio旭ogica旭q Figure ゲｫ remains 旭arge旭y 
unexplored.
ゲsゲ科|科Motivation and goa旭s
Though fundamenta旭旭y different in approachp recent independent ef-
forts using trait､ based or demographic approaches have resu旭ted in 
the recognition of simi旭ar g旭oba旭 patterns of trait covariations From a 
trait､ based perspectivep D趣az et a旭s ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ reported two main axes of 
variation for vascu旭ar p旭antsp with one representing 旭eaf investment､ 
revenue trade､ offs ｪises the Leaf Economics Spectrumq Wright et a旭sp 
ゴググジｫp and a second axis running a旭ong organisma旭｠organ sizes From 
a demographic perspectivep research on mamma旭s and birds ｪBie旭by 
et a旭sp ゴググゼq Gai旭旭ard et a旭sp ゲゾ芦ゾq Sætherp ゲゾ芦ゼｫp repti旭es ｪDunham ｹ 
Mi旭esp ゲゾ芦ズｫ and p旭ants ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ葦ｫ has found two independent axes of 旭ife､ history trait covaria-
tions Herep the dominant axis c旭assifies 旭ife according to the pace of 
旭ife of organismsp which is associated with organisma旭 size ｪGai旭旭ard 
et a旭sp ゴググズｫs The secondary axis c旭assifies 旭ife according to how or-
ganisms rea旭旭ocate resources from maintenance into reproductions
The prospect that these and other recent macroeco旭ogica旭 studies 
ｪesgs R訟ger et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫ might have just scratched the surface of func-
tiona旭 trait･vita旭 rate re旭ationships has motivated this specia旭 features 
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Our motivation is further fue旭旭ed by the possibi旭ity that the promise 
of both approaches can great旭y boost progress in functiona旭 eco旭ogy 
and popu旭ation eco旭ogy ｪSection ゴｫs The primary goa旭 of this specia旭 
feature is to provide a broad perspective on the state､ of､ the､ art re-
search using both trait､ based and demographic approachess Herep we 
ｪaｫ introduce the richp vibrant research agenda at the interface of the 
exp旭oration of functiona旭 traits and vita旭 ratesp ｪbｫ document how the 
exp旭oration of functiona旭 traits and demographic processes can bene-
fit eco旭ogica旭p evo旭utionary and conservation researchp and ｪcｫ suggest 
future directionss U旭timate旭yp we hope that the co旭旭ection of artic旭es in 
this specia旭 feature wi旭旭 encourage nove旭p universa旭 theories and exper-
imenta旭 approaches to exp旭ain how organisma旭 functionp 旭ife､ history 
traits and strategiesp and popu旭ation performance are interre旭ateds
ゴ科 |科BRIDGING TR AIT或  BA SED AND 
DEMOGR APHIC QUESTIONS AND 
APPROACHES
There has been a historica旭 旭ack of research at the interface of func-
tiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogy ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼq 
Ship旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs In this sectionp we high旭ight how the goa旭s of 
each discip旭ine can be met with the promises and strengths of the 
other via comp旭ementary approaches and theoriess
ゴsゲ科|科How can demographic approaches he旭p 
functiona旭 eco旭ogyn
Research using trait､ based approaches has most旭y deve旭oped a旭ong 
three axesr firstp ana旭ysing interspecific trait covariation to exp旭ore 
genera旭 princip旭es and 旭aws that constrain g旭oba旭 phenotypic diver-
sityq secondp understanding and predicting responses of organismsp 
communitiesp and ecosystems to environmenta旭 changesq fina旭旭yp 
quantifying the effect of biodiversity on ecosystem processes and 
servicess Be旭ow we argue how these three research axes cou旭d ben-
efit from demographic approachess
Functiona旭 trait､ based eco旭ogy has searched for genera旭isation in 
the phenotypic diversification of 旭ifes These efforts have repeated旭y 
reported patterns in macroevo旭ution thought to ref旭ect universa旭 
旭aws ｪGrime ｹ Piercep ゴグゲゴｫs In p旭antsp one of these genera旭 patterns 
is the Leaf Economics Spectrum ｪWright et a旭sp ゴググジｫp whereby spe-
cies are ranked a旭ong a continuum driven by both biophysica旭 and 
ecophysio旭ogica旭 constraints and natura旭 se旭ections At one endp or-
ganisms are characterised by a high investment in metabo旭ismp whi旭e 
at the otherp by s旭ow metabo旭ism and a 旭arge investment in protection 
against abiotic and biotic pressuress The Leaf Economics Spectrum 
mirrors the fast･s旭ow continuum ｪReichp ゴグゲジq Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp 
ゴグゲゼｫp deve旭oped within the rea旭m of Life History Theory ｪStearnsp 
ゲゾゼ葦ｫs Howeverp empirica旭 demonstrations of the adaptive nature 
of the trade､ offs that modu旭ate the spectrum of 旭eaves remain re旭a-
tive旭y scarce ｪMo旭esp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Exp旭oring how and why functiona旭 traits 
covary intraspecifica旭旭y is certain旭y possib旭e using genetics ｪDonovan 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゲq Vasseur et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp but this approach is impracti-
ca旭 at 旭arge spatia旭 or taxonomic sca旭es due to the costs invo旭veds 
Popu旭ation eco旭ogyp which has nurtured comparative ana旭ysis since 
its inception ｪGai旭旭ard et a旭sp ゲゾ芦ゾq Harperp ゲゾゼゼq Sarukh史n ｹ Harperp 
ゲゾゼザｫp represents a promising avenue to exp旭ore the fitness variation 
under旭ying such cross､ species wuniversa旭x 旭awss
Identifying the response traits that ref旭ect the adaptation of 
organisms to their environment is a mainstream approach in func-
tiona旭 eco旭ogys A pivota旭 step in such trait､ based approaches is to 
bui旭d interspecific traitｶenvironment re旭ationshipss Howeverp these 
F I G U RE  ゲ科Two of the most wide旭y used approaches to 
examine drivers and consequences in trait variation inc旭ude the 
trait､ based approach and the demographic approachs In the trait､ 
based approachp mo旭ecu旭ar ｪesgs oxidative stressｫp histo旭ogica旭 ｪesgs 
bone｠wood densityｫp physio旭ogica旭 ｪesgs photosynthetic rateｫ and 
ontogenetic traits ｪesgs adu旭t heightｫ are used to exp旭ore trait･trait 
covariation ｪesgs Chave et a旭sp ゴググゾq D趣az et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Wright et a旭sp 
ゴググジｫs These so､ ca旭旭ed functional traits are a旭so used to upsca旭e to 
describe the structure and dynamics of communities ｪesgs McGi旭旭 
et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫ and ecosystems ｪesgs Gross et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫ using response 
traits and effect traitss In this up､ sca旭ingp typica旭旭y the demographic 
compartment ｪvita旭 rates and popu旭ationsｫ is not considereds The 
demographic approach examines how vital rates ｪesgs surviva旭p 
deve旭opmentp reproductionｫ sca旭e with ontogenetic characteristics 
of individua旭s ｪesgs agep sizep deve旭opmentｫ to inform on popu旭ation 
structure and dynamics ｪesgs Caswe旭旭p ゴググゲｫs Both trait､ based 
and demographic approaches share simi旭arities in the questions 
they target ｪesgs Genetics ┌ Environment interactionsq Barksp 
Dempseyp Burgp ｹ Lairdp ゴグゲ芦q Vasseur et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp and the recent 
macroeco旭ogica旭 patterns of trait covariation they have reported 
ｪD趣az et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Archerp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q 
Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs In this editoria旭p 
we argue that research using both approaches can advance the 
research agenda of functiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogy ｪSee 
Section ゴｫ
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connections are poor旭y understood in most taxa ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs 
Furtherp such corre旭ative exercises remain a weak demonstration of 
the adaptive nature of functiona旭 traits and their ro旭e in adaptation 
ｪMo旭esp ゴグゲ芦ｫs The reasons for this weakness inc旭ude the static na-
ture of the approachp which impedes tracking organisma旭 responses 
over timep and trait covariationp which can b旭ur causa旭 traitｶenvi-
ronment re旭ationships ｪW訟estp M訟nkem訟旭旭erp Lavergnep Po旭旭ockp ｹ 
Thui旭旭erp ゴグゲゼｫs In contrastp the sheer vo旭ume of demographic data 
and approaches ｪbe旭owｫ makes popu旭ation eco旭ogy an idea旭 a旭旭y of 
functiona旭 eco旭ogy to overcome this 旭imitations
Using functiona旭 traits to exp旭ain species coexistence has been 
a popu旭ar trait､ based research avenue in the 旭ast decade ｪesgsp Kraftp 
Godoyp ｹ Levinep ゴグゲズq Kraftp Va旭enciap ｹ Acker旭yp ゴググ芦ｫs This ap-
proach is based on the strong assumption that trait variation ref旭ects 
speciesv niche breath ｪKraft et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Vio旭旭e ｹ Jiangp ゴググゾｫs Whi旭e 
conceptua旭旭y appea旭ing ｪMcGi旭旭 et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫp trait､ based commu-
nity eco旭ogy studies have often used traits se旭ected without a pri-
ori examination of their ro旭e in fitness nor in assemb旭y processess 
In additionp there has been growing recognition of the ro旭e of intra-
specific trait variabi旭ity in community assemb旭y ｪJungp Vio旭旭ep Mondyp 
Hoffmannp ｹ Mu旭旭erp ゴグゲグq Vio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs Howeverp the assess-
ment of such variabi旭ity remains 旭arge旭y phenomeno旭ogica旭 ｪTaudiere 
ｹ Vio旭旭ep ゴグゲズｫs Eva旭uating the effect of ontogenyp as typica旭旭y 
carried out in popu旭ation eco旭ogy ｪCaswe旭旭p ゴググゲq Ebertp ゲゾゾゾｫp on 
community､ 旭eve旭 trait distribution and the maintenance of species 
coexistence wou旭d fi旭旭 a major theoretica旭 gap in community eco旭ogys 
Likewisep a demographic approach cou旭d be used to mode旭 commu-
nity dynamicsp inc旭uding trait､ based assemb旭y ru旭es ｪAd旭erp E旭旭nerp ｹ 
Levinep ゴグゲグq Te旭旭erp Ad旭erp Edwardsp Hookerp ｹ E旭旭nerp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
Severa旭 studies have demonstrated the uti旭ity of trait､ based ap-
proaches to upsca旭e from the functioning of organisms to the func-
tioning of ecosystemss For examp旭ep 旭eaf traits have been used to 
re旭ate the instantaneous functioning of organs ｪesgs photosynthesisｫ 
to organisms ｪesgs p旭ant re旭ative growth rateｫ and ecosystems ｪesgs pri-
mary productivityｫ ｪGarnier et a旭sp ゴググジp ゴグゲズq Vio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴググゼｫs In 
such casesp simp旭e integrative functions ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴググゼｫp 旭ike the 
ca旭cu旭ation of community､ mean trait va旭uesp have proven usefu旭s The 
distribution of traits within an ecosystem is a旭so expected to ref旭ect 
the comp旭ex mechanisms under旭ying ecosystem processes ｪGross 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Ricotta ｹ Morettip ゴグゲゲｫs Enquist et a旭s ｪゴグゲズｫ deve旭oped 
the Trait､ Driver Theory to 旭ink the environment and the distribution 
of fitness､ re旭ated traits to ecosystem functionings Integrating fitness 
variation over the 旭ife cyc旭e wi旭旭 require concepts and methods from 
popu旭ation eco旭ogys Popu旭ation eco旭ogy can a旭so be usefu旭 for the as-
sessment of 旭ong､ term ecosystem functioning ｪKuebbing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫ 
because the dynamics and stabi旭ity of ecosystems cannot be re旭iab旭y 
tracked using trait､ based snapshot approaches ｪEnquist et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs
ゴsゴ科|科How can trait､ based approaches he旭p 
popu旭ation eco旭ogyn
The operationa旭 unit of popu旭ation eco旭ogy is the individua旭 within its 
popu旭ation ｪHarperp ゲゾ葦ジｫs Howeverp due to conveniencep popu旭ation 
eco旭ogists often group individua旭s into c旭asses and then estimate 
the c旭ass､ specific vita旭 rates ｪTu旭japurkar ｹ Caswe旭旭p ゲゾゾゼｫs In anima旭 
popu旭ation eco旭ogyp the most wide旭y used state variab旭e has histori-
ca旭旭y been age ｪCaswe旭旭p ゴググゲq Ebertp ゲゾゾゾｫp whi旭e in p旭ant popu旭a-
tion eco旭ogyp it is size ｪCaswe旭旭p ゴググゲq Gibsonp ゴグゲジq Sa旭guero､ G祝mez 
et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Howeverp vita旭 rate variation associated with age and 
size u旭timate旭y ref旭ects differences in functiona旭 traits ｪFigure ゲｫ such 
as specific 旭eaf areap wood density or metabo旭ic rate ｪAd旭erp Fajardop 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Ad旭erp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Kurta ｹ Ferkinp 
ゲゾゾゲq Visser et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp or even physio旭ogica旭 trait networks 
ｪCohenp Martinp Wingfie旭dp McWi旭旭iamsp ｹ Dunnep ゴグゲゴｫs
A trait､ based approach cou旭d improve the predictive capacity of 
popu旭ation eco旭ogys This is important and urgent due to the 旭inkages 
between demography and conservation sciencer whether a speciesv 
popu旭ation goes 旭oca旭旭y extinct or becomes invasive is determined 
to a 旭arge extent by its vita旭 rates ｪMorris ｹ Doakp ゴググゴq Si旭vertownp 
Francop ｹ Mengesp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs The 旭imitation of the demographic ap-
proachp howeverp is that conservation science often requires robustp 
informed recommendations on time､ sca旭es that are incompatib旭e 
with the co旭旭ection of demographic data ｪCondep F旭esnessp Co旭cherop 
Jonesp ｹ Scheuer旭einp ゴグゲゲｫs Demography is a data､ hungry discip旭ine 
ｪGriffithp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Merowp ｹ McMahonp ゴグゲ葦ｫp where stud-
ies with hundreds of individua旭s spanning four or more years are not 
uncommon ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mez et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp 
Archerp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs 
One of the promises of the trait､ based approachp to characterise a 
systemvs structure and dynamics with a sing旭e or few visits to the 
fie旭d ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴググゼｫp may great旭y aid popu旭ation eco旭ogys
Perturbation ana旭yses are wide旭y used to address fundamenta旭 
questions in eco旭ogy ｪHeppe旭旭p Pfisterp ｹ de Kroonp ゴグググq Si旭vertown 
et a旭sp ゲゾゾゴｫp evo旭ution ｪCaswe旭旭 ｹ Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲザｫ and con-
servation bio旭ogy ｪSi旭vertown et a旭sp ゲゾゾ葦ｫs First introduced to eco旭-
ogy by de Kroonp P旭aisierp van Groenendae旭p and Caswe旭旭 ｪゲゾ芦葦ｫp 
sensitivity and e旭asticities quantify the abso旭ute and the re旭ative ef-
fectp respective旭yp of a sma旭旭 change in a demographic process on a 
descriptor of the popu旭ations The descriptor of choice is typica旭旭y the 
旭ong､ termp deterministic popu旭ation growth ratep λp which is a proxy 
for individua旭 fitness averaged across the popu旭ation ｪCaswe旭旭p ゴググゲｫs 
The sensitivity of popu旭ation growth rate to a vita旭 rate represents a 
se旭ection gradient ｪsensu Landep ゲゾ芦ゴｫr the partia旭 derivative of fit-
ness with respect to a sma旭旭 change in a trait va旭ue ｪvan Tienderenp 
ゴグググｫs The examination of the re旭ationship between functiona旭 traits 
and vita旭 rates in a fu旭旭､ 旭ife cyc旭e context can be used to quantify 
the sensitivity of fitness to functiona旭 trait variation and identify the 
pathways through which its effects p旭ay out ｪesgs Ad旭erp Fajardopet a旭sp 
ゴグゲザq Ad旭erp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs
Last旭yp popu旭ation eco旭ogy has 旭ong been instrumenta旭 for conser-
vation eco旭ogy through the eva旭uation of popu旭ations at risk of extinc-
tion ｪMorris ｹ Doakp ゴググゴｫs Interesting旭yp the target of conservation 
has been questioned through many ang旭es ｪBeissingerp ゴグゲズｫs In par-
ticu旭arp the rarity of functions ｪises functiona旭 rarityｫ can be as important 
to protect as the rarity of species ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs This research 
area is in its infancyp and it appears urgent to eva旭uate the 旭ink between 
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demography and functiona旭 traits ｪidentity and va旭uesｫ to eva旭uate the 
re旭evance of conserving rare traits and functions in an ecosystems
ザ科 |科NOVEL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS 
SPECIAL ISSUE
This specia旭 feature inc旭udes ゲゲ artic旭es that combine cutting､ edge 
trait､ based and demographic to address time旭y eco旭ogica旭 and evo-
旭utionary questionss The taxonomic and methodo旭ogica旭 breath of 
their research is shown by the fact that the specia旭 feature spans 
three of the British Eco旭ogica旭 Societyvs journa旭sr Functional Ecologyp 
Journal of Animal Ecology and Journal of Ecologys The key innovations 
of these contributions are presented here in four main themesr
ザsゲ科|科Theme ゲr Microhabitat modu旭ates 
function~performance relationships
The re旭ationships between traits and demographic performance are 
typica旭旭y modu旭ated by the environment ｪE旭旭sworth ｹ Reichp ゲゾゾゴｫs This 
specificity is 旭ike旭y caused by genetic differences and phenotypic p旭as-
ticity of both functiona旭 traits ｪMessierp McGi旭旭p ｹ Lechowiczp ゴグゲグｫ and 
vita旭 rates ｪCouttsp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Cserg術p ｹ Buck旭eyp ゴグゲ葦q Figure ゲｫs 
This may exp旭ain why recent g旭oba旭 ana旭yses 旭inking traits and vita旭 rates 
at different sites have 旭acked high predictive abi旭ity ｪAd旭erp Fajardopet a旭sp 
ゴグゲザq Ad旭erp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼｫs To 
overcome this cha旭旭engep one must obtain high､ reso旭utionp individua旭､ 
旭eve旭 information about functiona旭 traitsp vita旭 ratesp and the 旭oca旭 en-
vironments B旭onder et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ use vita旭 rate data from a community 
of a旭pine p旭ant speciesp for which above､ and be旭ow､ ground functiona旭 
traits and microenvironmenta旭 conditions were measured at the indi-
vidua旭 旭eve旭s The predictive mode旭s of community dynamics perform 
much better once microhabitat conditions are considereds Important旭yp 
they a旭so show that vita旭 rates key to the presence and distribution of 
most species can be predicted by functiona旭 traitss Leibmanp Rowep 
Koskip and Ga旭旭oway ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ eva旭uate how p旭asticity in f旭ora旭 traits inter-
acts with the environment to shape fitness via the degree of outcross-
ings The authors use severa旭 popu旭ations of Campanula america to test 
how po旭旭en 旭imitation depends on po旭旭inator visitation ratesp and how 
f旭ora旭 traits that are re旭ated to se旭fing respond to po旭旭inator avai旭abi旭itys 
They find that popu旭ations with a high se旭fing potentia旭 have a greater 
degree of trait p旭asticity to po旭旭inator presences
ザsゴ科|科Theme ゴr The functiona旭ity of traits is fitness､ 
component specific
The abi旭ity of traits to predict fitness components remains 旭arge旭y un-
exp旭ored ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼq Ship旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs This is a g旭ar-
ing旭y missing step in trait､ based approachesp given that functiona旭 
traits are typica旭旭y defined as organisma旭 features that impact on fitness 
ｪVio旭旭e et a旭sp ゴググゼｫs This specia旭 feature provides key contributions that 
exp旭ore traitｶ fitness re旭ationshipss Garnier et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ 旭ink nine func-
tiona旭 traits with the vita旭 rates of ズザ p旭ant species in a ゴ芦､ year study 
where management was intensifieds Theirs is one of the few studies to 
date to have demonstrated how changes in traits affect demographic 
change ｪbut see F旭oresp H爾rau旭tp De旭campp Garnierp ｹ Gour旭et､ F旭euryp 
ゴグゲジｫs Garnier and co旭旭aborators find that species that increased their 
abundance in response to intensified management were short､ 旭ived 
and had high 旭eaf phosphorus and 旭ow 旭eaf dry matter contents Wenkp 
Abramowiczp Westobyp and Fa旭ster ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ test the termina旭 investment 
hypothesisp whereby resource a旭旭ocation shou旭d be fu旭旭y diverted to re-
production towards the end of an organismvs 旭ife in order to maximise 
its fitnesss The authorsv exp旭icit incorporation of the p旭antvs investment 
into maintenance vs. expansion of above､ ground size is the key to rec-
onci旭ing theory ｪKoz旭owskip ゲゾゾゴｫ and previous contradicting evidence 
ｪesgs Wenk ｹ Fa旭sterp ゴグゲズｫs Using a combination of trait､ based and 
demographic approaches on age､ known individua旭s of ゲジ Austra旭ian 
woody speciesp the authors find that most of these species a旭旭ocated 
a旭most a旭旭 of their resources to reproduction at advanced agess Cheap､ 
旭eaf producing species peak faster in reproductive a旭旭ocationp whereas 
旭ower､ than､ average reproductive a旭旭ocation is associated with greater 
heightp an ontogenetic trait associated with the fast･s旭ow continuum 
ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
ザsザ科|科Theme ザr Coordination of traits into  
syndromes
The coordination of functiona旭 traits and 旭ife history strategies is criti-
ca旭 in understanding why traits vary and their consequencess Severa旭 
contributions in this specia旭 feature deve旭op integrative frameworks 
to that ends Beckmanp Bu旭旭ockp and Sa旭guero､ G祝mez ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ focus on a 
phenomenon that has not typica旭旭y been viewed as a functiona旭 traitr 
dispersa旭s They bring together g旭oba旭 data on key anatomica旭 traitsp 
旭ife､ history traitsp and dispersa旭 abi旭ity and mode of dispersa旭 for ゲジゲ 
p旭ant species to eva旭uate emerging dispersa旭 syndromes ｪsensu Ronce 
ｹ C旭obertp ゴグゲゴｫs They report a nove旭 axisp independent of the fast･
s旭ow continuum and reproductive strategies axisp that c旭assifies spe-
cies according to their reproductive output and degree of iteroparity 
ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs A旭ong this axisp spe-
cies with a high 旭ifetime reproductive successp extended reproductive 
windowsp high senescence rates and 旭ow propensity towards shrink-
age disperse seeds furthers E旭旭ers et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ expand the definition 
of functiona旭 traits to inc旭ude degree of to旭erance to abiotic stress 
conditionss They ana旭yse changes in mu旭tidimensiona旭 trait distribu-
tion ｪmorpho旭ogica旭p physio旭ogica旭p behavioura旭 and 旭ife､ history traitsｫ 
in dominant groups of soi旭 fauna key for ecosystem servicess The au-
thors test whether the vertica旭 distribution of species in the soi旭 pro-
fi旭e corre旭ates with trait variation based on trait richnessp evenness 
and divergencep and find three axes of variation that structure soi旭 in-
vertebrate traitss The dominant axis is a旭igned with soi旭 depth and has 
旭ower trait diversity at the surfaces Marsha旭旭p Pettersonp and Cameron 
ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ eva旭uate the causes and consequences of offspring size across 
hundreds of p旭ants and anima旭ss Offspring size is a good descriptor 
of a c旭assica旭 trade､ off that individua旭s facer invest in one､ se旭f vs. the 
next generations The authors find that offspring size is positive旭y cor-
re旭ated with 旭atitude in fishp amphibiansp invertebrates and birdsp but 
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negative旭y corre旭ated in p旭ants and turt旭ess They a旭旭ude to the deve旭-
opmenta旭 window hypothesisp whereby species that produce 旭arge 
offspring need more time to achieve the same ontogenetic trait va旭ue 
than species that produce sma旭旭 offsprings Fina旭旭yp Ghedinip Whitep 
and Marsha旭旭 ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ examined how individua旭 metabo旭ic rates sca旭e 
up to the community 旭eve旭s Through a series of chronosequences 
of sessi旭e marine invertebrate communitiesp the authors determine 
who旭e､ community metabo旭ic sca旭ing across successiona旭 stagess They 
then examine whether the sum of the individua旭 metabo旭ic rates for 
the dominant species predict the overa旭旭 community metabo旭ic rates 
Contrary to their initia旭 predictionsp community metabo旭ism sca旭ed 
isometrica旭旭y with community biomass a旭ong the successions The ex-
p旭icit incorporation of the popu旭ation structure great旭y improved their 
mode旭vs community､ 旭eve旭 predictionss
ザsジ科|科Theme ジr Integration of functiona旭 traits into 
demographic approaches
Demographic mode旭s ca旭cu旭ate important metrics of popu旭ation per-
formancep 旭ife､ history traits and se旭ection gradients ｪE旭旭nerp Chi旭dsp ｹ 
Reesp ゴグゲ葦q Metca旭fp McMahonp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp ｹ Jongejansp ゴグゲザq 
Morris ｹ Doakp ゴググゴｫs Howeverp the state variab旭es typica旭旭y used in 
these mode旭s ｪesgs sizep deve旭opmenta旭 stagep ageｫ are considered too 
phenomeno旭ogica旭 to exp旭ore under旭ying mechanisms of variation 
ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼｫs Jenouvrier et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ deve旭op a hierarchica旭 
matrix popu旭ation mode旭 integrating functiona旭 traits and vita旭 rates to 
predict popu旭ation responses of the b旭ack､ browed a旭batross ｪThalassarce 
melanophrisｫ to changes in c旭imates Their mode旭 a旭旭ows the authors to 
eva旭uate the re旭ative contributions to popu旭ation dynamics of trait shifts 
and direct c旭imate effectss The authors find significant interactions be-
tween ear旭y 旭ife cyc旭e stagesp increases in sea surface temperature and 
mu旭tip旭e functiona旭 traitsp as we旭旭 as cross､ seasona旭 carry､ over effects 
on popu旭ation growth rates Sma旭旭egange and Ens ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ investigate 
the predictive performance of a mechanisticp trait､ based demographic 
mode旭s They construct an integra旭 projection mode旭 ｪIPMｫ for which the 
vita旭 rates of surviva旭p growth and reproduction are informed by a dy-
namic energy budget ｪDEBq Kooijman ｹ Troostp ゴググゼq van der Meerp 
ゴググ葦ｫs They then investigate the capacity of their mode旭 to predict the 
dynamics a 旭aboratory microcosms In contrast to the c旭assica旭 phenom-
eno旭ogica旭 perspective via ontogenetic traits ｪesgs sizeq Figure ゲｫp the 
integration of energy conservation princip旭es into IPMs permits predic-
tions under nove旭 environmenta旭 conditionss For examp旭ep the authors 
examine the sensitivity of popu旭ation responses to c旭imate change with 
respect to key 旭ife､ history traitsp such as maximum reproductive ratep 
and to functiona旭 traits 旭ike individua旭 旭ength at births Lema酒tre et a旭s 
ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ examine the ro旭e of comp旭ex secondary sexua旭 traitsp deer ant-
旭ersp on fitnesss Through a combination of trait､ based and demographic 
approachesp they quantify the costs of investment in ant旭ers onto fit-
ness components 旭ate in 旭ife evoking theories of ageing ｪSheffersonp 
Jonesp ｹ Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼｫ and 旭ife history ｪStearnsp ゲゾゼ葦p ゲゾ芦ゴｫs 
Specifica旭旭yp they eva旭uate the costs of producing 旭arge ant旭ers ear旭y in 
旭ife onto surviva旭p body mass and ant旭er size during adu旭thood in two 
European roe deer ｪCapreolus capreolusｫ popu旭ationss The authors find 
no de旭ayed costs of sexua旭 traits deve旭oped ear旭y in 旭ife on fitnessq on the 
contrary fawns with the 旭ongest ant旭ers a旭so had the highest body mass 
as adu旭tsp suggesting that this trait is an honest signa旭s
ジ科 |科UNIF YING QUESTIONS AND 
APPROACHES
Our ca旭旭 for more co旭旭aborative research using trait､ based and demo-
graphic approaches is not a new one ｪMart趣nez､ Garzap Bongersp ｹ 
Poorterp ゴグゲザq Poorter ｹ Bongersp ゴググ葦q Poorter et a旭sp ゴググ芦q Si旭va 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Yangp Caop ｹ Swensonp ゴグゲ芦ｫs A旭though advances are 
being made in this directionp there remain considerab旭e opportuni-
ties to further know旭edge and scientific advance by integrating both 
approachess This specia旭 feature was designed to ga旭vanise progress 
in this areaq its invited contributions represent a 旭eap forward to-
wards the fruitfu旭 marriage of questions and approaches in func-
tiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogys Howeverp some additiona旭 
aspects require further attention to consummate this unions
ジsゲ科|科Research using trait､ based and demographic 
approaches needs to examine the same individual
The macroeco旭ogica旭 patterns reported regarding investments on 旭eaf 
ｪWright et a旭sp ゴググジｫp wood ｪChave et a旭sp ゴググゾｫp root ｪRoumet et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ葦ｫ and organisma旭｠organ size ｪD趣az et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫ have become wide旭y 
citeds Howeverp the data they are based on often come from distant 
旭ocations for a given speciesp do not typica旭旭y consider environmen-
ta旭 differencesp and contain functiona旭 trait va旭ues that have not been 
measured on the same individua旭s This approach great旭y 旭imits our abi旭-
ity to eva旭uate whether and how the most preva旭ent tenet of eco旭ogy 
and evo旭utionp the trade-off ｪRoffp ゴググゴq Stearnsp ゲゾゾゴｫp and microhabi-
tat conditions affect wor旭d､ wide patterns of trait covariations Carrying 
out functiona旭 and demographic fie旭dwork on the same speciesv indi-
vidua旭sp especia旭旭y for mu旭tip旭e speciesp is extreme旭y 旭abour intensive 
and tediousｦbut see B旭onder et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫp Marsha旭旭 et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ and 
Garnier et a旭s ｪゴグゲ芦ｫs Lucki旭yp new demographic approaches such as 
IPMs are robust to 旭ow samp旭e sizes ｪRamu旭ap Reesp ｹ Buck旭eyp ゴググゾｫp 
a旭旭owing us to improve species and spatia旭 rep旭ications Furthermorep the 
inverse prob旭em of demographyp whereby vita旭 rates can be estimated 
from static popu旭ation structurep can he旭p prioritise fie旭d efforts ｪEvansp 
Merowp Recordp McMahonp ｹ Enquistp ゴグゲ葦q Gonz史旭ezp Martore旭旭p ｹ 
Bo旭kerp ゴグゲ葦ｫs The integration of functiona旭 trait co旭旭ection via the 
StrateGo Network ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲ芦ｫ on popu旭ations where de-
mographic data are a旭ready being co旭旭ected wor旭d､ wide through the 
COMPADRE P旭ant Matrix Database ｪSa旭guero､ G祝mez et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫ is 
proving instrumenta旭 to address this 旭imitations
ジsゴ科|科Integration of traits across the fu旭旭 
anatomy of the organism
In the case of the P旭ant Kingdomp be旭ow､ ground processes remain 
wide旭y unknown to functiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogys This 
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is particu旭ar旭y surprisingp as root traits p旭ay critica旭 ecosystem ser-
vice ro旭es ｪLa旭ibert爾p ゴグゲゼｫ and be旭ow､ ground p旭ant biomass can ac-
count for over ズグ鯵 of their tota旭 biomass ｪEshe旭 ｹ Beeckmanp ゴグゲザｫs 
Nonethe旭essp frameworks of functiona旭 trait variation focus most旭y 
on above､ ground traits ｪChave et a旭sp ゴググゾq D趣az et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Wright 
et a旭sp ゴググジｫs Simi旭ar旭yp studies describing p旭ant popu旭ation dynamics 
often ignore be旭ow､ ground dynamics ｪbut see Pregitzerp Hendrickp ｹ 
Foge旭p ゲゾゾザｫs Noninvasive techno旭ogies that quantify vita旭 rates of 
be旭ow､ ground p旭ant componentsp and the recent re旭ease of the Fine 
Root Eco旭ogy Database ｪIversen et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫ wi旭旭 he旭p overcome this 
cha旭旭enges
ジsザ科|科No more corre旭ative ana旭yses without a 
priori hypotheses
In a recent pub旭icationp Mo旭es ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ made an e旭oquent ca旭旭 for 
more hypothesis､ driven researchp fo旭旭owing the recent impetus of 
g旭oba旭 patterns in p旭ant traitss Herep we reiterate this ca旭旭 in p旭ant 
eco旭ogy and wish to extend it to other kingdomss The avai旭abi旭ity 
of functiona旭 trait ｪesgs Kattge et a旭sp ゴグゲゲq K旭ime哨ov史p Danihe旭kap 
Chrtekp de Be旭旭op ｹ Herbenp ゴグゲゼq Kneve旭p Bekkerp Bakkerp ｹ K旭eyerp 
ゴググザq K訟hnp Durkap ｹ K旭otzp ゴググジq Madinp Andersonp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q 
Razafindratsimap Yacobyp ｹ Parkp ゴグゲ芦q Tamme et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Wang 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp demographic ｪesgs NERC Centre for Popu旭ation Bio旭ogyp 
ゴググザq Sa旭guero､ G祝mez et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Archerp 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Santinip 
Isaacp ｹ Ficeto旭ap ゴグゲ芦ｫ and 旭ife､ history trait data ｪesgs Froesep ゴグゲジq 
Jones et a旭sp ゴググゾq Myhrvo旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Strier et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫ for thou-
sands of species wor旭d､ widep together with ana旭ytica旭 packages ｪesgs 
B旭onder et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Maitner et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Taudiere ｹ Vio旭旭ep ゴグゲズｫp 
makes the task of quantifying and c旭assifying variation in functiona旭 
traits and vita旭 rates more accessib旭e than evers Howeverp research-
ers shou旭d be aware of the doub旭e､ edged sword presented by the big 
dataｶsoftware tandemr A carefu旭 examination of the research ques-
tions prior to running wbig､ datax ana旭yses is vita旭 in avoiding pure旭y 
corre旭ativep data､ mining exercises ｪD信eroskip ゴググ芦ｫs Both functiona旭 
eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogy have made great progress at c旭as-
sifying functions and 旭ife history strategiess What is needed now is 
to understand the causes and imp旭ications of the variation using the 
scientific methodr Hypotheses come firstp ana旭yses seconds
ジsジ科|科Does the ho旭y grai旭 of cross､ taxonomic trait 
existn
In the 旭ast decadesp p旭ant functiona旭 eco旭ogists have achieved a ti-
tanic progress towards the standardisation of functiona旭 trait data 
co旭旭ection and its eco旭ogica旭 interpretation for ｪpredominant旭yｫ 
vascu旭ar p旭ants ｪCorne旭issen et a旭sp ゴググザq P爾rez､ Harguindeguy 
et a旭sp ゴグゲザｫs Simi旭ar efforts have started to emerge across other 
taxonomic groupsp inc旭uding birds ｪesgs Negretp ゴグゲ葦q Renner ｹ van 
Hoese旭p ゴグゲゼｫp cora旭s ｪMadinp Hoogenboomp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp amphib-
ians and freshwater fish ｪNegretp ゴグゲ葦ｫp invertebrates ｪBerte旭smeierp 
ゴグゲゼq Brousseaup Grave旭p ｹ Handap ゴグゲ芦q Moretti et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp 
phytop旭ankton ｪIrwin ｹ Finke旭p ゴグゲゼｫ or mycorrhiza旭 fungi ｪChagnonp 
Brad旭eyp Mahera旭ip ｹ K旭ironomosp ゴグゲザｫs A commona旭ity of most of 
these protoco旭sp howeverp is their taxa specificityr Obvious旭y wood 
density is not a good trait for anima旭sp just as wing 旭ength is not for 
p旭antss Whi旭e it is entire旭y possib旭e that no sing旭e set of traits may 
exp旭ain function across the tree of 旭ifep we sti旭旭 deem this an impor-
tant task to pursue for the maturation of eco旭ogys This who旭y grai旭x 
of functiona旭 trait sets wou旭d put trait､ based eco旭ogy at the same 
high 旭eve旭 of macroeco旭ogica旭 predictabi旭ity as popu旭ation eco旭ogyp 
because in the case of popu旭ation eco旭ogyp the vita旭 rates ｪsurviva旭p 
deve旭opmentp reproductionｫ are universa旭 to any organisms We ca旭旭 
for more work eva旭uating variation and the predictive abi旭ity of met-
abo旭ic rate for vita旭 ratesp as the rate､ of､ 旭iving hypothesis states that 
metabo旭ic rate is inverse旭y re旭ated to 旭ongevity ｪRubnerp ゲゾグ芦ｫp and 
metabo旭ic rate is a trait that 旭inks functiona旭 eco旭ogy and individua旭 
performance via the Metabo旭ic Theory of Eco旭ogy ｪBrownp Gi旭旭oo旭yp 
A旭旭enp Savagep ｹ Westp ゴググジｫs
ズ科 |科CONCLUSIONS
Functiona旭 traits have so far informed community ｪLavore旭 ｹ Garnierp 
ゴググゴq McGi旭旭 et a旭sp ゴググ葦ｫ and ecosystem structurep dynamics and 
functions ｪD趣az ｹ Cabidop ゲゾゾゼq Gross et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫ without requiring 
a mediating demographic 旭ayer ｪFigure ゲｫs So why a ca旭旭 to integrate 
trait､ based and demographic approachesn The papers in this specia旭 
feature bui旭d bridges between functiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation 
eco旭ogy to understand core eco旭ogica旭 and evo旭utionary questions 
such as which and how traits are fi旭tered by the environmentp or the 
se旭ective pressures that shape themp and how they may change with 
times It is remarkab旭e thatp despite the 旭ack of communicationp mac-
roeco旭ogica旭 studies aimed at describing variation in functiona旭 traits 
and 旭ife､ history traits have found simi旭ar drivers of this variation ｪD趣az 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp Jonesp Jongejansp et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Recent旭yp 
both approaches have found a common ground through re旭ation-
ships between specific 旭eaf area and generation time ｪR訟ger et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ芦q Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp ゴグゲゼｫs We anticipate that the next decade 
wi旭旭 witness a fruitfu旭 marriage between trait､ based and demographic 
approachesp not on旭y because the functiona旭ity of traits must be 
eva旭uated with respect to their effects on fitness components ｪAd旭erp 
Fajardopet a旭sp ゴグゲザq Ad旭erp Sa旭guero､ G祝mezp et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Landep 
ゲゾ芦ゴｫp but a旭sop perhaps most important旭yp because many of the cur-
rent needs of functiona旭 eco旭ogy and popu旭ation eco旭ogy may be sati-
ated with the theoretica旭 frameworks and methodo旭ogica旭 strengths 
of the others
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